The increasing participation of women in the labor force demands better balance in household and work duties between men and women. However, the contribution of men to family demands has not grown in the same measure, overloading the women, who still are the main responsible for household chores and family care. In addition, the intensification of work and permeable boundaries between the professional and personal lives, favored by information technology, are phenomena which currently contribute to make the work-life balance increasingly challenging.

This is the context for the emergence of work-family conflict (WFC) defined as “forms of friction in which role pressures from work and family domains are mutually incompatible in some respects.” This is a two-way conflict which causes stress when the effort to meet work demands interferes with the ability to meet family demands and vice versa. Work-to-family conflict occurs when excessive work demands (e.g., long or irregular working hours, work overload, interpersonal conflict, travels and lack of support from coworkers or supervisors) interfere with family life. Reciprocally, family-to-work conflict emerges when the family demands (e.g. child or older adult care, interpersonal conflict, lack of family support) interfere with professional life. These two domains are linked through several mechanisms, which might lead to positive effects, when feelings of accomplishment, satisfaction and recognition in one domain (family or work) are transferred to the other; balance or segmentation, when outcomes in one domain do not influence the other; or negative effects — associated with conflict — when success in one domain implies some sacrifice of the other.

The negative effects and their possible influence on health, especially considering the effects of gender and socioeconomic conditions, are increasingly discussed in the international literature. Several studies found association between negative effects and several physical and mental health outcomes, such as common symptoms, mental problems, depression or emotional exhaustion, poorer self-perceived health, cardiovascular health and health behaviors. Other studies indicate that conflict might reduce the benefits of job well-being. Most such studies found gender-based differences in the work-family relationship, the results showing higher prevalence of conflict and its effects on physical and mental health, especially among women.

WFC and its effects on health have been thoroughly analyzed, particularly in Western Europe and North America. However, studies on the influence of WFC on health are still scarce is Brazil, namely, the South American country with the largest population and where income and gender inequality are still considerable.

Several instruments were developed to measure WFC. The adaptation of one of these instruments to the Brazilian Portuguese language and its inclusion as baseline variable in the Adult Health Longitudinal Study (Estudo Longitudinal de Saúde do Adulto–ELSA-Brasil) allowed analyzing the effects of conflict in the Brazilian context. ELSA-Brasil is a multicenter cohort study involving six state capitals and monitoring of the state of health of 15,105 active and retired civil servants to establish the incidence and determinants of noncommunicable diseases. This presentation summarizes the results of studies performed within ELSA-Brasil up to the present time, including outcomes such as cardiovascular risk, migraine, self-reported health and obesity.

The results are discussed in association with improvements in public policies and workplaces to foster the health of working adults by promoting WFC management. Opportunities for personal development for both sexes and a richer everyday family life will be ensured by gender equality in household chores and child care. Strategies to minimize WFC might reduce stress and have positive influence on the distribution of personal time for both sexes, thus fostering their health and well-being. This is particularly relevant in countries such as Brazil, where substantial gender inequality interacts with other social and economic inequalities. Achieving an appropriate balance between work and family life in modern times, especially in big cities, poses a considerable challenge. More than individual (or family) initiatives, macro and organizational policies are needed to promote changes in the traditional patterns of behavior, sex equality and social justice.
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